THE PROSPER WORLD - A FREEGENERATIVE ECONOMY
THE PROBLEM
Every year, the global consumption of the Earth’s natural resources overshoots sustainability levels. To put this
into perspective, on August 1st 2018, it would have required 1.7 Earths to sustain this current level of
consumption.
To make matters worse, this ‘overshot day’ is advancing by approximately one month every decade. This means
that by 2050, more than five billion people will suffer from a shortage of water - which in turn, will lead to
worldwide food shortages and starvation.
It is patently clear that the state of Humanity is heading for catastrophe.

AIM
Having an in-depth understanding of these problems, our solution is to tackle these concerns immediately and
head on. Welcome to the Prosper World.

OBJECTIVE
With the earth’s basic resources dwindling and the environment degrading to catastrophic levels, the need to
replenish these resources and rebalance the ecosystem is critical. The acquisition of these resources is also vital
if the global community wishes to continue striving towards modernisation, well-being and self-determination.
To achieve this Prosper offers infrastructure, measurement tools, technology and fundraising support, with the
ultimate aim to bring about the very real possibility for an infinite production cycle.
Prosper offers this platform to like-minded individuals, businesses and organisations who wish to combat these
problems by operating within a regenerative and profitable framework.

SERVICES
Prosper offers three key services •
•
•

Prosper Business Assessment Reports
Prosper Network Advisory Service
Prosper blockchain development and Initial Coin or Securities Token Offering management.

These services are aimed at two groups – 1) a business looking to forward a new proposal and 2) an established
(private) business.
Prosper Business Assessment Reports
After the initial application, a project proposal undertakes a Prosper Business Assessment Report – which is
exclusively purchasable using PRSPR tokens. This report measures the environmental, economic and ethical
practices upon which the project plans to apply – resulting in an overall rating score.
An applicant which holds a favourable assessment report will be admitted to the follow-on stage. An applicant
which does not hold a favourable assessment, can request support and advice to further develop their
application.
Following consultation, businesses will be guided to apply amendments to its proposed project strategies. This
in turn will ensure a more favourable assessment result, and successful re-application.
This report not only plays an integral role in the induction of a business into the Prosper World but is a vital
resource to private businesses who wish to maintain or develop more responsible production practices.
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Prosper Network Advisory Service
The Prosper Network Advisory Service is made up of experts from the business, technological and
environmental industries who offer support, advice and consultation.
This service is offered to two groups – 1) a new business which requires amendments to its strategies to ensure
a more favourable assessment result, and 2) a private business which requires assistance with its own transition.
Prosper World Induction
On receiving a favourable assessment report a project is then put forward into the Prosper World induction.
The Prosper World Induction acts as a solution to businesses with visionary proposals and favourable
assessment reports – but which lack the necessary capital to launch their projects.
This is achieved through Prosper's blockchain development service and campaign management scheme.
Once the blockchain has been developed and capital has been secured, the proposed project becomes a Partner
Project and has successfully become part of the Prosper World.

The Prosper World Framework
Ultimately, all businesses in the Prosper World will be tokenised and tradable in the Prosper regenerative free
market. In this ‘freegenerative’ market, each token represents an equal share of each project’s value. Once a
Partner Project begins operation, Prosper regularly recalculates its rating score to ensure that businesses keep
within the earth’s ecological, economical and ethical tolerance levels.
Projects are incentivised through a credit-based reward allocation system calculated against each Partner
Project’s scores - acting as a mechanism that will influence token demand. Supply and demand then incentivises
each project to operate more efficiently because rewards are distributed to Prosper’s Partner Project Token
Holders. This in turn increases productivity and regenerates the planet.
The advent of blockchain technology affords us the opportunity to accurately, efficiently and responsibly
automate the Prosper World Framework.
Using this technology, each Partner Project is linked to three central and interdependent blockchains. These are
for: 1) system management, data storage and report generation, 2) regeneration credits and 3) cryptocurrency.
Together these blockchains facilitate the healthy operation of the Prosper World.
Rewards are distributed through our native cryptocurrency. This is backed by a 10% share of all Partner Project
tokens, as well as regeneration credits (and carbon credits), locked to an index fund.
Ultimately, the Prosper Framework cascades into a fully sustainable and regenerative infinite production cycle.

Milestones
To date, we have met the follow milestones •
•
•
•

Developed a system to measure and ensure the integrity of critical data, allowing for accurate
calculation of regeneration credits and deficits.
Identified a blockchain network best-suited to streamline the Prosper World operation, which can be
scaled up to meet our long-term vision.
Built a strong support network within the industrial and ecological sectors.
Identified the ideal Prosper World proof-of-concept initiative - the Prosper Genesis Resource Project
(PGR).
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Proof of Concept
To date, we have garnered partnerships around the world which have aided in the development of several key
technologies. These include energy creation out of food waste, cheap water purification systems and state of
the art wind power turbines that operate 300% more efficiently then anything else on the market.
A gold mining project is currently at the rights acquisition phase. This is a $900MM+, four year, closed-loop,
cyanide-free gold mining operation located in Asia. This is called the Prosper Gold Mining Project (PGM).

PRSPR Tokens
For those individuals who are concerned with the current state of environment and of socio-economic affairs,
Prosper is currently offering the opportunity to play a key role in the Prosper World. This is by becoming a
PRSPR Token Holder.
Token Holders are individuals who are afforded the following three exclusive benefits:
1)
2)
3)

Commissioning a business assessment report (based on Prosper’s exclusive e measurements).
Voting for business proposals (electing Partner Projects into the follow up fundraising stage).
Eligibility for PGR Project Tokens (each token representing an equal share of all gold profits).
3

Conclusion
The ultimate vision of the Prosper World translates into a fully sustainable and autonomous economy. With
end-to-end tracking of product and service cycles, each project ensures fidelity and integrity at every stage –
verifiable and immutably stored on the Prosper and Partner Project block chains.
Through incentivising infinite production without the need for infinite economic growth, each Partner Project
will build, rebuild and rebuild again to contribute towards a fully sustainable and regenerative system of
industrial, personal and financial well-being.
With such ominous warnings – the shortage of water, food and starvation thereafter – the Prosper World is the
only Earth standard Humanity can live with. For the planet to thrive, to remove middle-operators, and increase
abundant supply so that everyone can flourish in a more sustainable world, a new economic framework is not
simply an option but an urgent necessity. Prosper provides that framework, Token Holders make it possible.
Welcome to Prosper.
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